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VALLEY OF THE DOCS

Director Richard Linklater Producers
Ginger Sledge, John Sloss Screenwriters
Richard Linklater, Darryl Poniscan
Cinematographer Shane F. Kelly Editor
Sandra Adair Cast Bryan Cranston, Steve
Carell, Laurence Fishburne Print Source
Amazon Studios

Director Danny Huston Producers
Simon Astaire, Farah Abushwesha, Cat
Villiers Screenwriter Simon Astaire
Cinematographer Ed Rutherford Editor
Francisco Forbes Cast Danny Huston,
Sarita Choudhury, Stacy Martin Print
Source The Works Film Group

Director Allison Argo Producers Allison
Argo, Joseph Brunette Cinematographer
Joseph Brunette Editors Allison Argo,
David Kennedy Print Source Piggy Films
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CENTERPIECE Once upon a time in ‘Nam,
Doc (Steve Carell), Sal (Bryan Cranston) and
Mueller (Laurence Fishburne) were an inseparable trio. Then something horrible went
down, one of them took the fall, and they
stopped speaking to each other. Decades
later, Doc tracks down his fellow vets—Sal’s
an alcoholic bar owner; former hellraiser
Mueller is now a man of God—to ask for a
favor: His only son has just died in combat
in Iraq. He needs them to accompany him to
identify the body and to join him on one last
mission. This sequel to The Last Detail—like
Hal Ashby’s 1973 classic, an adaptation of
a Darryl Ponsican novel—is a funny, talky,
emotionally resonant road movie. But this
Richard Linklater masterwork is also a moving, heartbreaking tribute to the bonds
forged in warfare and a penetrating, performance-driven actors’ showcase that boldly
asks why we fight—and how we as a nation
heal from the damage done.
—David Fear

Sweets wrappers tossed onto a car floor,
flower petals lifted by a breeze, swing carousel riders spinning against a gray sky—a
swirl of memories and layers of grief haunt
London bookseller Tom Hammond, whose
son Luke died in the skies over Lockerbie,
Scotland, in 1988. Iconic actor Danny Huston returns to directing after a 20-year hiatus and takes the lead as the heartbroken
father whose most treasured possession is
the last photograph taken together with his
son. When the fading Polaroid goes missing, Tom’s buried agony rises to the surface.
Set along two timelines, in 1988 and 2003,
this tour-de-force of impressionistic montage intersperses scenes of Luke’s first love
affair, the days surrounding his death, Tom’s
fevered search of the city, and his tentative
attempts to connect with a lovely café proprietor (Sarita Choudhury, Mississippi Masala, Hunger Games: Mocking Jay). But it is
Huston’s own shattering performance that
renders this narrative mosaic into such an
affecting portrayal of loss.
NORTH AMERICAN PREMIERE
—Lucy Laird
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FOCUS: STEWARDS OF THE EARTH
This spare yet lush immersion in the daily
interactions between a farmer and his pigs
follows what grows from an essential awareness of kinship. Conscious of wielding the
power of life and death over what society
has agreed are animals to be eaten, the man
still recognizes his animals as fellow sentient beings. He takes his obligation to the
herd seriously, caring for it humanely. He
learns from the pigs how to tend them without causing undue stress and likewise how
to manage himself as their keeper. Gorgeous cinematography and a meditative
score enrich this unflinching look at the season of nurture and communion, which must
inevitably give way to the season of slaughter. A decade into this way of life, this pig
farmer’s awareness ripens into a harvest of
clear-eyed acts of compassion.
—Carol Harada
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RAM DASS, GOING HOME
Director Derek Peck

THE KODACHROME ELEGIES

A profound and poetic encounter with cultural
and spiritual icon Ram Dass at his home on
Maui in the final chapter of his life.

Director Jay Rosenblatt
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A nostalgic meditation on the popular home
movie color film stock, a vibrant artifact of the
analog age.
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